MXS 10 CIC

SHOWROOM CHARGING SOLUTION
Knowing when a vehicle battery in the showroom needs a charge
and being able to deal with it simply and quickly, is vital in helping
dealerships to deliver a first-class experience to the customer,
right from the moment they step into the showroom.

The MXS10 CIC is a battery management system that will help to monitor and
maintain vehicle batteries in the showroom. It consists of two highly effective
and simple to use pieces of equipment:
• A simple ‘traffic light’ Comfort
Indicator allows dealership staff to
easily monitor battery status and
identify if the battery needs a charge.
• A CTEK MXS10 battery charger
delivers a 10A charge safely, and
without the need to remove the
battery from the vehicle.

The unique CTEK Comfort Connect system allows the charger to be connected to
the battery via the Comfort Indicator, enabling showroom staff to safely, simply
and quickly deliver a charge without assistance from a technician.
By taking a pro-active approach to battery management and using the MXS10 CIC
system, battery related problems in the showroom can be eliminated, maximizing
the customer experience and protecting dealership and brand reputation.

MXS 10 CIC

SHOWROOM CHARGING SOLUTION

The MXS10 CIC comprises of two key components to support a pro-active approach to battery management in
the showroom, and ensure a positive customer experience.

The MXS 10 is a 10A battery charger, suitable for use with all 12V
lead-acid batteries. Using advanced, patented technology to measure
battery power & health, this high performance unit will deliver the most
appropriate charge to maximise the performance and lifetime of the
battery.
This ‘connect and forget’ charger can be simply connected to the
battery via the Comfort Indicator, and left attached indefinitely without
risk of over-charging or damage to the vehicles electronic systems.
The special AGM mode is ideal for AGM battery chemistry and where
Start/Stop batteries are to be charged or maintained.
The charger also has a Supply mode which allows the battery to be disconnected from the vehicle without losing important configurations.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Voltage

14.4/14.7/15.8/13.6 V

Charging current

Max 10 A

Charger type

8 step, fully automatic charging cycle

Battery type

12 V lead-acid batteries

Battery capacity

20–200 Ah, maintenance charging up to 300 Ah

Insulation

IP65 (splash and dust proof)

Warranty

2 year warranty

GUARANTEED QUALITY WITH CTEK
CTEK customer support is available to answer any questions related
to charging and CTEK chargers. Safety, simplicity and flexibility
characterizes all products and solutions developed and sold by CTEK.
CTEK supply chargers to more than 70 countries throughout the
world. CTEK is also a reliable OEM supplier to many of the world’s most
prestigious car and motorcycle manufacturers.
For more information visit WWW.CTEK.COM

COMFORT INDICATOR WITH
CLAMPS
A portable accessory that provides a
quick and easy way to permanently
monitor battery condition, enabling
showroom staff to check the state of
battery charge in a matter of seconds.
Using a simple LED traffic light system,
the Comfort Indicator can be left
permanently attached to the battery
via crocodile clips, providing a visual
indication as to the state of a battery,
without needing to be plugged into a
mains power source.
GREEN means the
battery charge is more
than 12.65V. OK! No
need of charging.
YELLOW means the
battery charge is
between 12.4 and
12.65V. It’s time to start
thinking about charging
the battery.
RED means the battery
charge is below 12.4V.
It’s definitely time to
charge the battery.
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